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In the paper entitled “Characterization of 1–3 piezoelectric polymer composites — a numerical and analytical
evaluation procedure for thickness mode vibrations”, the dependence of the thickness electromechanical cou-
pling coefficient on the aspect ratio of piezoceramic fibers is studied by finite element simulation for various
volume fractions of piezoceramic fibers in a 1–3 composite. The accuracy of the results is questionable because
the boundary condition claiming that ‘predefined displacements are applied perpendicularly on C+ plane on
all nodes’ is not suitable for the analysis of 1–3 composite with comparatively large aspect ratio from 0.2 to 1. A
discussion regarding this problem and the suggested corrections are presented in this paper.
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1. Problem in the original paper

In C.V.Madhusudhana Rao’s and G. Prasad’s paper entitled “Characterization of 1–3 piezoelectric poly-

mer composites— a numerical and analytical evaluation procedure for thickness mode vibrations”, the

dependence of the thickness electromechanical coupling coefficient kt on the aspect ratio of piezoceramic
fibers is studied by finite element simulation for various volume fractions of piezoceramic fibers in the

1–3 composite, and the results are shown in figure 1 (figure 9 in reference [1]). It can be seen that for

every fixed volume fraction from 10% to 70%, the electromechanical coupling coefficient kt decreases
with an increase of the aspect ratio of the fiber.

Although kt decreases, the drop is quite slight and kt keeps almost unchanged with an increase of
the aspect ratio from 0.2 to 1. Those results are obtained based on the condition that the surface dis-

placements of the ceramic phase and the polymer phase are the same. This is obviously unreasonable.

When the aspect ratio is from 0.2 to 1, the lateral spatial scale of 1–3 composite is comparatively coarse.

In the actual application, when a pressure is applied on 1–3 composite, the displacements of the ceramic

phase and the polymer phase are totally different as it was revealed by a laser probe measurement of the

displacement of oscillating composite plates [2]. Therefore, it is reasonable to doubt that the boundary

condition claiming that ‘predefined displacements are applied perpendicularly onC+
plane on all nodes’,

which means that the displacements or strains of both ceramic phase and polymer phase are restricted
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Figure 1. (Color online) Variation of kt with aspect ratio (from reference [1]).

to be equal, is not suitable for the analysis of 1–3 composite with comparatively coarse lateral spatial

scale (i.e., comparatively large aspect ratio from 0.2 to 1). In order to conform to the actual condition,

the boundary condition should be revised as ‘a predefined pressure is applied perpendicularly on C+
plane’. In fact, with an increase of the aspect ratio, kt will drastically decrease instead of keeping almost
unchanged.

2. Proof in the existing reference

The theoretical model of 1–3 composite has been developed according to Newnham’s parallel con-

nectivity theory [3], in which 1–3 composite is restricted to be an effective homogeneous medium. In

W.A. Smith’s model [2] and Chan’s model [4], it was assumed that the spatial scale of 1–3 composite is so

fine that the composite is validly represented as a homogeneous medium for the frequencies of interest

near the thickness resonance. The corresponding approximation embodied the picture that the ceramic

and polymer moved together in a uniform thickness oscillation. Thus, the vertical strains were the same

in both phases. The homogonous medium assumptions are obviously not satisfied when the spacing be-

tween pillars of 1–3 composite are not so fine. So, the theoretical model will not fit for the analysis of the

1–3 composite in such a case. Electro-elastic properties of the 1–3 composite will also be affected by the

allocation and arrangement of the pillars.

John A. Hossack and Gordon Hayward [5] thoroughly investigated the effect of ceramic volume frac-

tion, pillar shape and pillar orientation on the vibrational and electromechanical characteristics of 1–3

composite transducers using the finite element analysis. It revealed that the pillar shape and aspect ratio

had a great and complex impact on the parameters of the composites. For the circular section pillars with

square arrangement, the pillar aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of diameter to the height, which is the

same as the case in [1]. The two phase materials are PZT-5A and CY1301-HY1300, whose properties are

similar to those of PZT-7A and Araldite D in reference [1] (from reference [4]), respectively. The depen-

dence of the coupling coefficient of 20% circular composite on the pillar aspect ratio is shown in figure 2

(figure 11 in [5]). The thickness mode corresponds to the curve (1). It can be seen that for the 20%-volume

faction composite, it showed a rapid deterioration in the coupling coefficient for increasing pillar aspect

ratios. This is obviously different from the result shown in figure 1.

3. Suggested corrections

For cylindrical fibers having a square arrangement, the variation of kt with the aspect ratio is re-
calculated under the revised boundary condition claiming that ‘a predefined pressure is applied per-

pendicularly on C+
plane’. The two phase materials are PZT-7A and Araldite D in reference [1] and the
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Figure 2. Dependence of the coupling coefficient in a 20% circular composite transducer, on the pillar

aspect ratio. Curve (1): thickness mode (concerned). (From reference [5]).

parameters are also taken from reference [4]. (The parameters of reference [1] are taken from reference

[4]). The elastic constants cD
33 and cE

33 are calculated to obtain the thickness electromechanical coupling

coefficient kt =
√

1− cE
33/cD

33 (
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S
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To cause the change of the strain in X3− direction, a predefined pressure is loaded perpendicularly
on C+

plane. At the same time, zero displacement is loaded on C−
plane. Planes A+

, A−
, B+

, B−
are

also clamped in their normal directions in order to set strain tensors in other directions to zero. For cE
33,

‘constant electric field’ means that C+
plane and C−

plane are short-circuited. Thus, C+
plane and C−

plane are kept at zero potential. While for cD
33, ‘constant electric displacement field’means that C+

plane

and C−
plane are open-circuited.

The suggested correction of variation of kt with the aspect ratio is shown in figure 3. Compared with
figure 1, the range of the aspect ratio is extended to 0.005−1. It can be seen that with an increase of the
aspect ratio, kt drastically decreases, especially for the low volume fraction.

When the aspect ratio is very small (the lateral spatial scale is very fine), the values of kt are compar-

Figure 3. Suggested correction of variation of kt with aspect ratio.
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atively large and are approximately equal to those in figure 1. This is because when the lateral spatial

scale is fine enough, the surface displacements of the ceramic phase and the polymer phase are the same

under a pressure load. The effects of boundary conditions claiming that ‘predefined displacement’ and

‘predefined pressure’ are nearly the same. However, when the aspect ratio is comparatively large (the

lateral spatial scale is comparatively coarse), much of the pressure on the composite will be squandered

in compressing the piezoelectrically inactive phase. The matrix phase presents a displacement with am-

plitude much larger than that of the ceramic phase. Therefore, piezoelectricity of the composite will be

greatly reduced and kt will drastically decrease.
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Я. Сан, Ж. Лi
Вища школа електронної iнженерiї i комп’ютерних наук, Пекiнський унiверситет, Пекiн, Китай
У статтi “Характеристика 1–3 п’єзоелектричних полiмерних композитiв— числова i аналiтична процедура
оцiнки вiбрацiй мод товщин”, дослiджується залежнiсть коефiцiєнта товщини електромеханiчного зв’я-
зування вiд коефiцiєнта волокнистостi п’єзокерамiки методом комп’ютерного моделювання скiнченного
елемента для рiзних об’ємних долей п’єзоелектричних волокон в 1–3 композитi. Точнiсть результатiв є
пiд знаком питання, тому що гранична умова, яка зумовлює змiщення у напрямку, перпендикулярному
до C+ площини на всiх нодах, є непридатною для аналiзу 1–3 композиту з порiвняльно великим коефiцi-
єнтом вiд 0.2 до 1. Тут є представлено обговорення цiєї проблеми i запропонованi поправки.
Ключовi слова: п’єзоелектричнiсть, п’єзоелектричнi матерiали, електромеханiчнi ефекти, полiмернi

композити, аналiз скiнченного елемента
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